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1. Register with IMUNE and make an application for 25 euro. If you wish add info for a Master’s 

level entry of background, education, work experience, seminars, clubs, associations, and any 

other health care expertise. If you have no life experience we will need to require more classes. 

                                

 

2. Choose the basic program you wish, calculate the courses and then the fees you need to pay.  

           
3. Choose what classes you wish to take, download course pdf. Watch the course, read the books, 

                   

4. Get a mentor; privately negotiate a fee for the mentor’s services. Contact the Dean for info. 

               Intro to mentoring   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1tP3Reog5M  

            
5. Watch the course, read the books --take the exam and let your mentor grade them. 

6. Pay for your certificate, test grading fees, credentialing, and or continuing education.            

                                          
7. KARMA--- The work and our courses are not for free. All must Pay. If you want a certificate, 3rd 

party validation, a degree on the wall or a license to practice that can be confirmed, you need to 

pay. But for the very poor of mind or pocket we allow people to pay in Karma. But All must pay.  

8. Receive your certificate and give feedback.   Get ready to do follow-up continuing education.  

                  

9. Learn to use the IMUNE Libraries and partners  
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Video Lessons:        http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetics_short_part_1 
 

CyberMagnetic Chair - Revolution in 

Energetic Therapy  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRYvDDH_ERk  

 

Epigenetics 1 

 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Turn_on_your_Genes_-_Epigenetics_part_1  

 

Epigenetics 2 http://indavideo.hu/video/Turn_on_your_Genes_-_Epigenetics_part_2 

Go to http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/  
to get the Books Required –    

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Activation%20of%20Epigenetic%20Dormant%20Genes%20wi

th%20Cybermagnetics.pdf  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/CyberMagnetic%20Chair.pdf  

1—Sacred Numbers, Sacred Sounds + Sacred Geometry book,   

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Sacred%20geometry%20book%20full.pdf  

2-- 978-615-5169-16-8 Subspace book (The treatise of existence)   

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-16-

8%20Subspace%20book%20(The%20treatise%20of%20existence)%20(warning).pdf  

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Epigenetics%20Effects%20which%20Can%20Result%2
0from%20Exposure%20to%20Magnetic%20Fields%20Are%20Described%20Better.pdf  
 
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Epigenetic%20regulation%20of%20the%20nuclear-
coded%20GCAT%20and%20SHMT2%20genes%20confers%20human%20age-
associated%20mitochondrial%20respiration%20defects.pdf 
 

Treatment videos 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_23_Y 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_23_X 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_22 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_21 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_20 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_19 
 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Epigenetic_Vibration_Chromosome_18 
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Exam 

Define Epigenetics and how we can open locked genes thru magnetic and vibrational 

medicine: 
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. Cyber magnetic and sound therapy Exam 

1. Cyber magnetic therapy is a field that is growing rapidly due to today’s technology and 

information .Virtual reality and advanced technologies have been used successfully to in 

a variety of healthcare issues. T/F   

 

2. According to FDA approval criteria, patients need to try at least one antidepressant and 

fail to get better before getting magnet therapy. T/F   

 

3. The Turco-Persian psychologist and music theorist al-Farabi (872–950), known as 

"Alpharabius" in Europe, dealt with music therapy in his treatise Meanings of the 

Intellect, where he discussed the therapeutic effects of music on the soul. Robert Burton 

wrote in the 17th century in his classic work, The Anatomy of Melancholy, that music and 

dance were critical in treating mental illness, especially melancholia. T/F     

 

4. Cyber magnetic therapy is a form of electro shock therapy T/F    

 

5. Current research shows that when music therapy is used in conjunction with traditional 

therapy, it improves rates of recovery and emotional and social deficits resulting from 

stroke. T/F      

 

6. In signal processing, white noise is a perceived random signal with a flat (constant) 

power spectral density. In other words, a signal that contains equal power within any 

frequency band with a fixed width.. T/F     

 

7. The Body Viewer on SCIO/Indigo/Eductor has programmes that produce music, sounds 

and i.e. pink noise T/F   

 

8. Brain function physically changes in response to music (sound, noise). The sound/rhythm 

can guide the body into breathing in slower, deeper patterns that have a calming effect. 

T/F    

 

9. Patients with brain damage from stroke, traumatic brain injury, or other neurologic 

conditions have been shown to exhibit significant improvement as a result of sound  

therapy. T/F      

 

10. Sound Healing and Cyber magnetic Therapy are effective and proven modality that uses 

vibrational sound and magnetic waves to help reduce stress, alter consciousness and 

create a deep sense of peace, wellbeing and better health T/F      

Essay:   

What are the benefits of the cybermagnetic chair in therapy?? 
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DNA factors of releasing the dormant epigenetic genes 

Using sound vibration, music, magnetism we can sometimes release dormant epigenetic 

genes.  
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To Be a Professional Biofeedback and 

Energetic Medicine Therapist 
We must teach people how to be professionals in the field of Natural medicine. We need to 

teach so many things and overcome many false myths and misunderstandings. We will offer 

the most astounding course of professional exciting new medicine based in energy and 

compassion. This new medicine will demand evidence and validation for all that we do. 

The Path to Follow to be a Professional Successful Biofeedback Technician. 

1. Get a real registered device. Real working legal current software 

2. Get registered with the IMUNE register. (this advertises you to the world for 

whatever credentials you have but it does not mean you are IMUNE 

certified or approved)  
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/International%20REGISTER%20of%20Therapists.pdf  

3. Get certified with IMUNE or the ABC Certification means IMUNE stands 

behind you for medical, scientific, clinical and legal consultation.  

4. Get trained by IMUNE for Home use, QESPT (Quantum Entwinement 

Subspace Prayer Therapist), Diplomat, Doctorate or Medical Doctorate 

5. Study and pass the 33 areas of competency in Naturopathy, Energetic 

medicine, Homeopathy, + Biofeedback to Get IMUNE International licensed  

6. Learn about GSRtDCs memory, intellect, sport and scholastic enhancement 

7. Study practice and business development, be proud of your IMUNE license 

8. Become a provider of services for the medical community and the insurance 

companies. Use and develop Medical referrals and networking skills.  

9. Do Continuing Education and continue to develop your healing skills.  
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